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Energetic particles and magnetohydrodynamic activity
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Results from the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment~SSX! @M. R. Brown, Phys. Plasmas6, 1717
~1999!# indicate that formation and partial merging of two spheromak plasmas can be described well
by a magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! picture in which there is substantial evolution towards force
free states within each vessel, while reconnection activity, also described reasonably well by MHD,
occurs in the region of interaction. MHD simulations@V. S. Lukin et al., Phys. Plasmas8, 1600
~2001!# support and provide further detail to this interpretation. In the present study, test particle
equations are integrated using MHD data from SSX simulations to further understand the energetic
particle fluxes that are observed experimentally. The test particle simulation is run with
dimensionless parameters similar to the experiment, and particles are permitted to escape when they
encounter the simulated SSX boundaries. MHD activity related to reconnection is responsible for
accelerating charged particles. The process includes two phases—a strong but short duration direct
acceleration in the quasi-steady reconnection electric field, and a weaker longer lived stochastic
component associated with turbulence. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1405015#
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I. OVERVIEW

Magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! plasma motions are
probably responsible for many observed properties of
solar atmosphere, the interplanetary medium, and other
trophysical plasmas. Examples are found in solar flares
well as in Coronal Mass Ejections, and other phenom
observed in the interplanetary medium, including fluctu
tions and turbulence. These complex processes involve re
ation and evolution of large-scale fields, formation of sm
scale features such as shocks and current sheets, and
netic reconnection. Populations of energized charged
ticles are also commonly found in these same situatio
Laboratory experiments have the potential to prov
complementary information concerning the interplay b
tween MHD motions and energetic particles that may furt
our understanding of these astrophysical processes. Se
recent studies1–3 have described results from the Swarthmo
Spheromak Experiment~SSX! and interpreted the observe
dynamics mainly in the context of MHD relaxation and ma
netic reconnection. Here we further these studies by exam
ing models for the production of energetic particles asso
ated with the reconnection process in SSX.

The Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment4 is designed to
study magnetic reconnection and particle acceleration du
the controlled, partial merging of two spheromaks~see Fig.
1!. The SSX spheromaks are generated by plasma guns a

a!Electronic mail: qingang@bartol.udel.edu
4811070-664X/2001/8(11)/4816/10/$18.00
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from the reconnection zone.1 Neutral gas and vacuum mag
netic fields are introduced at the guns but only fully ioniz
plasma and imbedded magnetic flux convect into the rec
nection zone. Apart from activity that is expected near
guns, most of the development and interaction of the sph
maks might be described by a MHD formalism. SSX e
ploys a segmented copper boundary at the midplane to a
partial merging as well as relaxation of each spheromak
ward its own equilibrium configuration. Early in the dis
charge we are able to study driven reconnection as the
forming spheromaks merge at the midplane at the Alfv´n
speed.2 Later in the discharge, the two spheromaks separa
relax to nearly force-free equilibria1 so that we can study
spontaneous reconnection. Energetic particles and soft x-
traverse the field-free, high vacuum gap between flux c
servers to various detectors on the midplane.

In a recent paper3 we examined MHD activity in SSX in
some detail by carrying out MHD simulation in SSX geom
etry using the TRIM MHD code developed by Schnack a
co-workers.5 These simulation results were compared
analogous measurements in SSX. The principal results w
~1! spheromak formation and partial relaxation to a force f
state occurs in both simulation and experiment;~2! the basic
timing of the spheromak interactions is gauged by the m
netic energy density computed over a region near the in
action ~reconnection! region—this forms a ‘‘clock’’ for the
reconnection process which compares well between SSX
TRIM results;~3! reversal of magnetic field and current fila
mentation occurs in the reconnection zone in both simula
6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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4817Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 11, November 2001 Energetic particles and magnetohydrodynamic activity . . .
and experiment; however, the current sheet thickness is
termined by Ohmic dissipation in TRIM and is limited b
c/vpi in SSX; and~4! Alfvénic outflow, indicative of the
reconnection process is observed in both simulation and
periment.

In the present paper we extend this earlier work in t
important ways, continuing to compare TRIM results w
SSX experimental data. First, we extend analysis of MH
activity in the interaction region between the spherom
plasmas. We examine the small scale magnetic field and
current density using two-dimensional diagnostics. We a
look at direct measures of the reconnection rate in TR
data. Second, we begin here an examination of the proce
by which reconnection activity in SSX accelerates charg
particles to suprathermal energies. Accurate test particle o
calculations using TRIM MHD as the applied electroma
netic fields provide the means to efficiently examine
physics of the acceleration process.

We should emphasize at the onset that the MHD mo
we employ in the TRIM code does not include an accur
description of the local kinetic physics of SSX. The TRI
simulations at present use an isothermal equation of s
and a simple Ohm’s law~however, with a fairly accurate
Lundquist number!, thus ignoring electron pressure, Hall e
fect and other corrections likely to be of importance in sm
scale SSX activity. However, our main purpose~see also Ref.
3! is to understand the timing, energetics and other gr
features of SSX operation. This consists of violent prod
tion of plasma by the guns, expansion into the flux conse
ers, and partial nonlinear relaxation toward a force free st
which is punctuated by intense nonsteady driven reconn
tion in the interaction zone connecting the two spherom
regions. Under these circumstances strong inductive ele
fields are driven by these energetic large scale plasma
cesses. Near the interaction region reconnection occurs,
the induced electric field is expected to give way to a re
tive component and other corrections, such as a Hall ef
electric field, which operate over a small region. These c
tributions to the electric field within the current channel a
driven by the inductive field. Thus, the test particles,
sponding to the total electric field, may be adequately m
eled without a realistic resolution of the kinetic partitionin
of the electric field over a region that is expected to be sm
On the other hand we are sensitive to the fact that the o
of reconnection, and the structure of the reconnection zo

FIG. 1. Computational domain for the TRIM simulation overlaid upon t
diagram of SSX. Dimensions are normalized to the flux conserver radi
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and the details of the acceleration process may depend
self consistent and kinetic effects which we do not attemp
model here.

Acceleration of charged particles by electric fields as
ciated with reconnection activity is a concept that dates
least to the suggestions of Giovanelli6 and Dungey7 that
strong electric fields may be present near an X-type magn
neutral point, thus providing a mechanism for acceleration
charged particles in the magnetosphere. Similar argum
were put forth by Sweet8 and Parker,9 that MHD activity
associated with reconnection or merging at field rever
points might accelerate in the vicinity of solar flares. T
possibility that reconnection provides a robust accelera
mechanism for charged particles in low density plasmas
one of the original motivations for examining reconnectio
This remains one of our motivations for experimental a
theoretical study of these processes in SSX. The neutral p
acceleration process has been examined earlier in the co
of a planar sheet pinch configuration in the presence of fi
amplitude fluctuations,10,11 and later in strong homogeneou
MHD turbulence.12 More recently,13 acceleration near a thre
dimensional reconnection zone in the presence of turbule
was examined by Monte Carlo techniques.

In each of the previous studies the reconnection proc
was found to robustly accelerate particles to high energ
However, in spite of study for half a century in one form
another, this acceleration process is not yet understood c
pletely at either a theoretical or a quantitative level. There
not, for example, a transport model that explains its effe
as there is for diffusive acceleration by shocks~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 14–16!. In part, this may be because accele
tion by reconnection appears to be a complex combinatio
coherent ~‘‘first order’’ ! and stochastic~‘‘second order’’!
effects.11 At present, the overall importance of accelerati
by reconnection in space and astrophysical contexts is
completely known. It therefore seems particularly germa
to gain what insights are available from laboratory studies
this process. The use of the SSX experiment and rela
simulation studies seem to be appropriate first steps a
these lines, as we are unaware of other investigations of
type that have been carried out previously.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the me
ods for the MHD and test particle simulations are presen
briefly as well as an outline of the numerical experime
performed. In Sec. III, some new MHD numerical results a
presented. Section IV describes test particle simulation
sults. Discussion and conclusions are given in Sec. V.

II. MHD AND TEST PARTICLE METHOD

Here we discuss additional results from TRI
simulations3 of SSX. Also, trajectories of charged test pa
ticles that respond to the unsteady, inhomogeneous ele
magnetic fields from TRIM simulations are computed usi
a Runge Kutta integration code, using the same bound
description of SSX as was employed in the TRI
simulations.3 In this way we can gain insight into the beha

.
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4818 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 11, November 2001 Qin et al.
ior of suprathermal particle populations in SSX that are o
weakly coupled to the thermal MHD plasma by collisions
self consistent electromagnetic fields.

A TRIM5 implementation appropriate to SSX was d
scribed previously,3 along with preliminary MHD results tha
demonstrate the ability of such simulations to describe
even reproduce, salient features of SSX dynamics. The M
model is three-dimensional~3D! cylindrically symmetric
single fluid MHD

]r

]t
1¹•~ru!50, ~1!

]B

]t
5¹3~u3B!1h¹2B, ~2!

rF]u

]t
1~u•¹!uG5

J3B

c
2¹p1rn¹2u. ~3!

The simulation code solves for the three components
the vector potentialA, the three components of the mome
tum densityru and the densityr. The magnetic field isB
and, in the MHD approximation, the electric current dens
is J5c¹3B/4p. In the above equations the symbolsh and
n represent the resistivity and kinematic viscosity, resp
tively. For the present simulation,S[lvA /h'1000 andR
[lvA /n'1000 for characteristic lengthl and characteristic
Alfvén speedvA . The parameters and set up of the code
described further in Ref. 3. The code employs an unstr
tured triangular grid in ther̂ – ẑ plane. Cylindrically symmet-
ric no slip perfectly conducting boundaries are imposed. T
startup of TRIM emulates the SSX plasma guns~see Ref. 3!
which are used to produce two spheromak plasmas. Th
interact along slots between the two halves of SSX. T
dynamical activity in this interaction region~see Fig. 1! is of
central interest in the present paper.

The motion of charged test particles with massm and
velocity v, is governed by the Newton–Lorentz equation

d

dt
@gmv~ t !#5qFE~x,t !1

v~ t !3B~x,t !

c G , ~4!

whereg is the Lorentz factor. To simplify the computation
we recognize that energetic particles in SSX are nonrela
istic (g→1) and adopt a normalization in which the unit
speed is the mean Alfve´n speedvA , l is a length scale as
sociated with the SSX device~major radius! and the time
scaletA is the transit time for an Alfve´n wave to cross the
major radius. As is customary in MHD turbulence calcu
tions, we express the magnetic field in Alfve´n speed units.
This is accomplished, starting with the magnetic field
laboratory unitsBlab and definingB5Blab/A4pr0, wherer0

is a characteristic density. We adopt a scale for this magn
field, B0 ~equivalent to the characteristic Alfve´n speedvA!.
All velocities are expressed in units ofvA . From the equa-
tions of motion it follows that the natural scale for electr
field becomesE05vAB0 /c. In our calculations3 we take
vA57.713106 cm/s, l525.4 cm, andr05231014 proton
masses cm23, so that the Alfve´n crossing time istA

53.24ms. The particle equation of motion becomes
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 130.58.92.72. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dt
v~ t !5VtA@E~x,t !1v~ t !3B~x,t !#, ~5!

where the characteristic particle gyrofrequency isV
5eB0 /mc for particle massm. The magnetic fieldB(x,t)
and electric fieldE(x,t) are obtained from the results of th
TRIM simulation, and are now expressed in Alfve´n speed
units.

The parameterVtA[a, which arises in~5! as a conse-
quence of our choice of normalizations~see Ref. 11!, has a
number of important physical interpretations, as can be s
from the relations

a[VtA5V
l

vA
5U q

qi

mi

mU l

~c/vpi!
5

tA

tg
. ~6!

Here,tg52p/V is the test particle gyroperiod,c/vpi is the
ion inertial length in the background plasma, andvpi

5(4pn0iqi
2/mi)

1/2 is the ion plasma frequency in the bac
ground plasma, whereqi andmi are, respectively, the charg
and mass of a background ion. The parametera couples the
particle units to the MHD field units. The later two expre
sions in Eq.~6! are particularly revealing, as they indica
that a represents the ratio of the relevant MHD and parti
time scalestg and tA , or equivalently, the ratio of the two
relevant length scalesc/vpi and l. For SSX, a'15. In
space and astrophysical plasma situations, typicallya is
much larger~see, for example, Ref. 17!.

III. MHD RESULTS

An illustration of the SSX device is shown in Fig. 1
Most of our discussion will focus here upon the activity ne
the central shaded region in which reconnection between
two spheromaks occurs. As the two spheromaks appro
one another and begin to interact, there is a buildup of m
netic energy in the interaction region. The time at which t
reconnection zone energy reaches its peak has been
earlier as the arbitrary zero for the timing of subsequent
teractions. We will also adopt this convention here. Details
SSX dynamics are found in the Refs. 1–3, as are comp
sons with TRIM simulation at similar MHD parameters.3

We emphasize that we do not attempt a precise num
cal simulation of SSX dynamics. This is not feasible at t
present time for a number of reasons. For example, there
operational limitations of both SSX and TRIM to certa
windows of parameters space. SSX physics is also not
pected to be MHD at small scales, as we emphasized in
earlier paper~see Ref. 3!. Instead our approach is to try t
find dynamical similarities~and differences! between the two
cases, so that we may further our understanding of the p
ics of both systems, and others to which similar ideas ap

The most obvious signature of reconnection and one
sets up the geometry for neutral point acceleration, is
dynamical appearance of X-point magnetic configuratio
This happens in SSX and TRIM in the interaction region
First appearance is somewhat before the energy maximu
t50, and noticeable X-points persist for several tens ofms
thereafter. Figure 2 illustrates X-points in the interaction
gion both in TRIM simulations and from SSX data. Simul
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Magnetic-field lines in the reconnection zone from TRIM simulations@panels~a! and~c!# and from SSX experimental data@panels~b! and~d!#. The
SSX data shown are chosen to correspond in time to the TRIM simulation results:~a! time53.15ms; ~b! time53.3ms; ~c! time511.73ms; ~d! time
511.6ms. The plots show X-point formation in the reconnection zone for both simulation and experimental data.
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tion times of t53.15ms and t511.73ms are chosen from
TRIM, and SSX data are selected at approximately the s
time after the energy maximum for the discharge. Note t
the Alfvén speed in the TRIM simulation is approximate
10 cm/ms; more precisely it corresponds to a 3.24ms Alfvén
crossing time of the 25.4 cm major radius of the device.

The reader should take note of the relatively greater
gree of symmetry in the TRIM X-points compared to t
SSX X-points. This is fundamental only in that it points o
the highly fluctuating and irregular nature of SSX dynami
Slight asymmetries in the functioning of the plasma guns
induce significant irregularity in the encounter of the pla
moids when they arrive at the interaction region. Simi
irregularities can be seen in TRIM in some runs, such
when mesh differences between the east and west gun
duce small asymmetries that grow in time~not shown!. The
important similarities between SSX and TRIM data in Fig
are related to the highly dynamic driven reconnection tha
induced in each case by the encounter of the two sph
maks.

Figure 3 shows the azimuthal component of electric c
rent densityJf5]zBr2] rBz from both TRIM data and SSX
data for the same cases and at the same times as those s
in Fig. 2. This quantity is determined for SSX by computi
the local circulation density around points on a tw
dimensional lattice of magnetic field probes, described
more detail by Kornacket al.2 In each case, one can see th
the electric current density is concentrated into filament-l
structures near the center of the interaction region. Thi
associated with the strong shear seen in the magnetic fie
the X-point regions. This is a classical signature of reconn
tion. Also in both experiment and simulation, we can see t
Downloaded 16 Jul 2003 to 130.58.92.72. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the current in regions just beyond the central filament is s
tematically of a sign opposite to that of the central curre
channel. This corresponds to flux bunching near the rec
nection site and is a familiar feature of highly nonlinear r
connection seen in simulations. We are not aware that
has been reported previously from experiments.

As current filamentation is a signature of the reconn
tion process, so is the production of mean square elec
current density. This provides a global or volume averag
measure of filamentation, and also provides a measure o
production of small scale magnetic structure. In MHD, t
production of small scales can indicate strong nonlinearity
even a cascade in steady state turbulence. Here we ch
the region of interest to be demarcated by a rectangular
~in the r –z domain! centered in the interaction zone, define
by: r 5(0.4, 0.7) andz5(20.15, 0.15), in normalized units
Figure 4 shows the mean square current density vs. time
the TRIM simulation. This quantity does not compare ve
well in its details with SSX data apart from gross featur
such as the peak neart50. Such agreement would not b
expected since the current sheet thinning in SSX is es
lished by kinetic Hall effects3 and not by a simple Ohm’s
law, as in the present implementation of the TRIM MH
simulations. However, the electric field associated with
reconnection process~and therefore the reconnection rat!
are expected in both cases to be controlled by the large-s
dynamic of the encounter between the two spheromaks.
ferences in detailed current sheet structure clearly should
pend upon the details such as inclusion of generalized Oh
law terms such as the Hall effect. Presumably this wo
give a more correct local structure in comparison with SS
but it may not change significantly any process that is pr
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Contour plots ofJf computed from the curl of the magnetic-field data in the TRIM simulations are shown in panels~a! and~c! and the corresponding
experimental data from SSX is shown in panels~b! and ~d!. The data correspond to that shown in Fig. 2:~a! time53.15ms; ~b! time53.3ms; ~c! time
511.73ms; ~d! time511.6ms.
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cipally regulated by large-scale dynamics. However
present treatment could be improved by including more
alistic kinetic effects in the current sheet region, a more co
plete equation of state, and self consistent effects of the
ergized particle population. Each of these might enable be
correspondence to be drawn between simulation and the
perimental results. Specifically, with regard to Fig. 4, t
reconnection process appears to begin earlier in SSX tha
TRIM, presumably due to kinetic processes, and the su
quent burst of mean-square current activity is more intens

FIG. 4. Shown is the mean-squaref-component of the MHD current
^Jf

2 &/J0
2 computed from the reconnection zone in the simulation, as a fu

tion of time. The 2D volume of integration is defined by:r 5(0.4, 0.7) and
z5(20.15, 0.15), in normalized units. Large mean-square current in
reconnection zone is indicative of intense turbulence and/or reconnectio
this region. Note that, following the period of very intense oscillatory ac
ity around t50 ms, there is a secondary peak neart511ms. This corre-
sponds to one of the times of Figs. 2 and 3. Also shown is the same qua
from SSX 2D magnetic probe data. See discussion in the text.
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the purely resistive TRIM simulation. Requisite improv
ments in modeling remain to be investigated in future, m
complete SSX simulation studies.

In Fig. 4, t50 corresponds again to the time of max
mum magnetic energy in the reconnection zone. For TR
results there are there are two very large pulses of m
square current, both neart50, corresponding to strong
driven response of the current to the collision of the sphe
maks. It appears that the initial interaction is strongly driv
by the inertia of the plasmoids as they collide. There is a
unsteady but generally declining activity in the mean-squ
current for a number of Alfve´n crossing times thereafter. A
similar diagnostic of mean-square current computed from
2D SSX magnetic probe array is included in Fig. 4. Althou
the timings are roughly similar, we note that the levels a
much lower in SSX than in TRIM. This may be due to di
ferences in the Ohm’s law. However the measured SSX
rent channel may be limited by the coarse resolution of
probe array. Other diagnostics~not shown! similar to Figs. 2
and 4 indicate that magnetic X-points, current concentrati
and other indicators of reconnection persist through that
riod. However, the reconnection at these later times seem
be much better characterized as spontaneous, and
strongly driven by the plasmoid motions, as the spherom
have settled down into their formation phase at these l
times ~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 3!.

Another quantity of great interest with regard to reco
nection activity is illustrated in Fig. 5. This quantity is th
strength of the induced electric field averaged over the in
action region, and normalized by the product of the char
teristic Alfvén speed and the characteristic magnetic fi
strength in the SSX/TRIM domain. In a steady reconnect
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model, this quantity would be uniform in space. The induc
electric field normalized in this way may be thought of as
fraction of the Alfvén speed at which plasma can approa
the reconnection zone.18 Inflowing plasma carries the mag
netic field which is to be reconnected, and then the plas
and flux are expelled into the regions that may be referre
as the reconnected islands. Thus the normalized indu
electric field is a natural measure of the rate of magn
reconnection. We can see from the Figure that there
pulses of strong induced electric field, which we assoc
with stronger reconnection, in the same time periods
which we saw strong current filamentation in Fig. 4. T
very high values of the reconnection rate;0.7 in these
pulses again supports the interpretation that the reconne
during these times is strongly driven. Subsequently, the n
malized rate of reconnection fluctuates between values
about 0.05 to 0.2 with an average of about 0.1 fromt
55 ms to the end of the data record att540ms. This is a
very interesting number because it has been cited empiric
as a ‘‘standard’’ reconnection rate, first in turbulent MH
reconnection at high Reynolds numbers,10 and second in col-
lisionless reconnection as seen in hybrid19 and Hall
MHD20,21 simulations. However, a full theoretical unde
standing of the reconnection rate is yet to be presented.

IV. TEST PARTICLE RESULTS

Numerical experiments with test particle trajectori
were carried out using the TRIM data. Two types of calc
lations were done. In the first kind, a large number of t
particles, typicallyNp5105 protons, are injected into the in
teraction region with random positions and gyrophases,
all with speedvA . The integration of the test particle orbi
commences att'23 ms of the TRIM simulation, about 1
Alfvén time before the local magnetic energy peak in
reconnection zone. Subsequently, if a particle encounters
wall of the simulated SSX device, its orbit calculation
halted and it is considered to have ‘‘escaped.’’ Particles
lost through escape in this type of calculation and are
replaced. In the second type of simulation, when a part

FIG. 5. Plotted is a diagnostic of the reconnection rate in the reconnec
region, the induced electric field̂uv3Bu&/(vAB0) vs time, wherevA

5^AB(t)2/(8pr(t))& is time variable. The two-dimensional~2D! volume
of integration is, as in Fig. 4, defined by:r 5(0.4, 0.7) and z
5(20.15, 0.15), in normalized units.
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escapes, it is replaced with another particle in the interac
zone, having the same position as the original particle
also having speedvA . This is called a ‘‘resupply’’ run and
the total particle number within the SSX domain is in th
case,Np5104, a constant. For all test particle simulation
discussed in this paper, the coupling parameter that mat
particle to MHD units is the typical SSX valuea5Vl/vA

515.56.
An overall view of the energized particle distribution

shown in Fig. 6 for a run with no resupply of particles. Th
top panel shows distributions in speed of particles that
main within the confines of SSX, for two times. One c
readily see that particles have been lost by the later timt
516.84ms, as the distribution at the earlier timet
55.10ms has distinctly more area under the curve. Keep
in mind that each particle had initial speed of 1vA , the dis-
tributions become broadened substantially, with signific
numbers of particles evolving both to higher and to low
energies. The peak of the distribution remains near the in
speed att55.10ms, but by t516.84ms the most probable
speed has noticeably decreased.

The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows distributions of pa
ticles that have escaped from the SSX/TRIM simulation d
ing an interval of time of duration 1.62ms centered about the
same time as in the top panel,t55.10ms andt516.84ms. It
is evident that the distribution of escaping particles is har
~flatter! than the distribution of particles remaining in th

n

FIG. 6. ‘‘Tail formation.’’ Distribution functionsf (v,t) of particles remain-
ing within the simulation domain~top panel!, and of particles that escap
near a given time during a time interval ofdt51.62ms ~bottom panel! for
two times t55.10ms andt516.84ms. Note that, though statistics for th
bottom panel is lower, a flatter distribution of the escaping particles is
parent. In all of the simulation,a515.56.
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simulation domain. One concludes that more energetic
ticles are more likely to escape by encountering the wall

Another view of the dynamics of the particle distrib
tions is provided in Fig. 7, which shows maximum a
mean-square velocities vs time. The top trace shows m
mum v2 computed over all the particles within the simul
tion domain at a given time. The peak in this curve, neat
5223 ms, occurs about an Alfve´n transit time after the pe
riod of greatest activity in the induced electric field, mea
square current and magnetic energy that occurs arout
50 ms. The peak lasts for about an Alfve´n time, as did the
period of most intense activity in the underlying MHD qua
tities. All of this is consistent with the picture11,22 that the
turbulent neutral point acceleration mechanism attains m
mum particle energies on a time scale of the order of
Alfvén time. After this peak there is a broader plateau
maximumv2 lasting for several Alfve´n crossing times. The
acceleration process is still active during this period of sp
taneous or weakly driven reconnection. The two bott
traces show the mean square particle velocity^v2(t)& vs time
of the particles within SSX/TRIM, and also for particles e
caping near timet. Now we can see that the distribution
the broadest during the high activity period just aftert
50 ms, and that this ‘‘temperature’’ decreases thereafter
the reconnection and MHD activity decay in time. The e
caping particles have a mean-square velocity that pea
little later, and which remains above the value for the inter
population for all later times. Clearly, it is the faster particl
that tend to escape more easily.

The distribution functions give us a good idea about
collective behavior of the particles, but they do not tell
very completely how individual particles respond to t
MHD electric fields. To uncover more about this issue,
compute the mean-square velocity increment versus tim
separation. That is, for each particle we compute the sq
of the change in its toroidal velocity for a specified tim
separation t, that is Dv r(t,t)21Dvf(t,t)2, where
Dv i(t,t)5v i(t1t)2v i(t). We average this over origin in
time t and over particles. The result is a mean-square toro
velocity increment, a function only of time separationt. We

FIG. 7. Time history of three quantities that indicate energization of p
ticles: Top trace~dashed line! is the maximumv2 of all particles at a given
time; solid line is the mean square velocity^v2(t)& of all particles within the
simulation domain, and the dotted line is^v2(t)& for all particles escaping in
a window of time~width dt51.62ms! centered at timet.
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normalize to 2vA
2 . Figure 8 shows the result of this compu

tation for the same TRIM/test particle simulation shown
Figs. 6 and 7. The short time response of the particle
distinctive—we see that for time increments less than ab
1 ms, the velocity increments scale liket1.99. This is exceed-
ingly close to thet2 dependence that would be expected
particles accelerated in a constant electric field. It is hig
suggestive to interpret this as follows: A typical particle fin
ing itself in or near the interaction zone between the sphe
maks is likely to experience acceleration associated with
MHD induced electric field, which is approximately the ele
tric field associated with the reconnection process. Howe
the time of exposure of the particle to this electric field
relatively short—a fraction, perhaps 1/3, of an Alfve´n transit
time. For time increments longer than 1ms, it is unlikely that
the particle will continue to experience the effects of th
coherent electric field. Instead the velocity changes are
dom, and in this case sub-diffusive, in that the velocity
crements increase slower than linearly in time. The first p
of this described scenario is quite similar to the coher
component of acceleration by turbulent reconnection
scribed by Ambrosianoet al.11 In the present case, the tim
of exposure to the coherent electric field is probably de
mined by a combination of three factors: The time dep
dence of the electric field, the trajectory of the particle lea
ing the interaction/reconnection zone, and the possibility t
the particle escapes the SSX boundaries. The lack of a t
diffusive spread of velocities beyond time increments of 1ms
is probably due to the fact that the correlation length of
fluctuation is comparable to the size of the system. Real
fusion, with^(Dv)2&}t, requires that the forces experience
by each particle average to zero, thus that the fluctuation
observed by the particles average to zero. This is expe
only if the particle trajectories span more than a correlat
length of the fluctuations. We note also that the coher
velocity changes at short time are composed of a mixture
accelerating and decelerating particles, which is indicated
spread of the particle distributions to both higher and low
speeds.

As we have noted, in the test particle simulations w
no resupply of particles, the number of particles remain
within the simulation domain decreases in time, as partic

-
FIG. 8. Mean square velocity increment,^(nv r

21nvf
2 )&/2vA

2 vs time in
LOG–LOG plot, as defined in the text. Note that for the separation time
less than 1ms, the slope of the curve is near 2.0.
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especially those that have been accelerated, encounte
wall and are lost. This is quantified in Fig. 9, which show
the number of particles remaining within the SSX/simulati
domain vs time, for anNp5105, no-resupply case. Also
shown is the complementary quantity—the number that h
escaped vs. time. It can be seen that the number of part
remaining within the simulation domain decrease appro
mately as an exponentialN(t);e2t/5 ms for times up to
aroundt515ms. Note that the macroscopic resistive dec
time for SSX is around 100ms.1,2

We turn now to a brief discussion of test particle sim
lations in which particles are resupplied. When a parti
encounters the boundary, its position and velocity ce
evolving—it ‘‘escapes’’ from the SSX boundaries. We r
place it with a new particle moving at the Alfve´n speed and
positioned within the interaction region. This allows a co
stant number of particles to be maintained in the sample
dynamically evolving trajectories. However, one should n
interpret diagnostics based on the resupply strategy as c
sponding to steady state statistical distributions. The rea
is, of course, that SSX and the TRIM/SSX simulation are
in a steady state. So, the main reason for adopting the re
ply strategy is to maintain better statistics for the test p
ticles at later times.

Distributions of particles in speed for a particle resupp
run are shown in Fig. 10, for a relatively early timet
50.6ms, and for a time well into the formation phase,t
515.6ms. The top panel shows the distribution functio
f (v,t) of particles remaining within the simulation domai
Here, the distribution at the earlier time is much broad
This is during the highly active period when the reconnect
is rapid and driven. There is, at both times, a core distri
tion centered about 1vA , which is expected since that is th
speed at which particles are injected. In the core, the parti
are not far from a Maxwellian distribution, but only fo
speeds very close to 1vA . At higher, and at lower speeds, th
distribution resembles an exponential.

In the bottom panel of Fig. 10, the speed distribution
test particles that escape the SSX domain is examined.
addresses the question: What kind of particle distributi

FIG. 9. Plot of the numberN(t) of particles remaining within the simulation
domain and those escaping the domain vs time. Note that the escape i
approximated by an exponentiale2t/t, corresponding to characteristic e
cape time oft51/0.19'5 ms.
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are detected cumulatively in time outside the domain due
SSX-like acceleration? Figure 10 provides an answer to
question, showing speed distributions again att50.6ms and
at t515.6ms. One can see that the escaped particles
have a broad distribution, with significant numbers of p
ticles at speeds lower thanvA . From the Figure we can se
that the higher speed particles seem to follow an exponen
distribution fairly well. However, given the dynamic range
the speed, it is difficult to distinguish this fit from other po
sible functional forms. For example, the same speed dis
bution follows a power-law distribution~not shown! just
about as well as it follows an exponential.

As a final comparison between the simulation and S
data, we show, in Fig. 11 a sample of energetic parti
pulses detected by SSX and by the TRIM particle simu
tions. The particle data are acquired using Retarding G
Energy Analyzers~RGEA! with selected bias voltages. Ion
above the gate energy are collected and contribute to
measured particle current. In the illustration, the gate v
ages correspond to proton speeds of&VA , )VA , and 2VA

~about 100, 150, and 200 V, respectively!. For the compari-
son, the escaping test particle data are analyzed with
same threshold energies. A time of flight delay has been s
tracted from the timing of each experimental pulse, usin
conservative estimate of 25 cm for the drift distance a
~since the velocity distributions are steep! the threshold ve-
locity as given by the gate energy. One can see that
generation of a burst of super-Alfve´nic particles leaving the
device in both cases. Also in both cases the pulse peak
curs a few microseconds (;tA) after the ‘‘zero’’ time de-
fined by the peak of the reconnection zone magnetic ene

ell

FIG. 10. ‘‘Tail formation ~with particle resupply!.’’ Distribution functions
f (v,t) of particles remaining within the simulation domain~top panel!, and
of particles that have escaped the domain~bottom panel!, for a simulation in
which particles are resupplied after escape~as described in the text!, for two
times t50.6ms andt515.6ms. Note that in the top panel particles spre
to both higher and lower speeds with a core distribution that resembl
Maxwellian centered about the initial speed, while in the bottom pane
exponential tail with the slope of23.05 is observed.
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These traces also portray some information about the par
spectra. Although the SSX pulses are broader, the nature
timing of the pulses appears to be very similar. This ag
reinforces the view that the TRIM simulations capture mu
of the basic physics of SSX.

V. DISCUSSION

We have examined the behavior of energetic char
particles in the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment. Part
lar emphasis is placed on those that are accelerated nea
interaction region between the two partially relaxed sphe
mak plasmas. The particles respond to electromagnetic fi
that are modeled using an MHD simulation code. The MH
description of SSX behavior so obtained has been comp
here and elsewhere with SSX experimental field and part
measurements. The principal results are as follows.

~1! MHD simulation shows that the interaction region
characterized by formation of magnetic X-points and c
located filamentation of electric current density;~2! there are
two phases to the MHD evolution. First, there is an inten
period of interaction as the two spheromak plasmas first
counter one another. Reconnection activity is strongly driv
in this phase. Second, there is a longer period of mil
MHD activity, which is characterized as either weakly driv
or spontaneous reconnection;~3! the reconnection rate, mea
sured by the locally averaged induced electric field, pe
strongly during the early period of activity. Later, the reco
nection rate hovers around 1/10 in dimensionless units
expected from earlier work10,19 for either MHD or collision-
less reconnection, under a broad variety of circumstan
~4! test particle distributions respond by broadening, w

FIG. 11. Flux of protons/test particles with energies above 2VA
2 , 3VA

2 , and
4VA

2 , from TRIM test particle simulation data~top! and from SSX data
~bottom!. Pulses of super-Alfve´nic particles are observed in both cases, w
the main pulses occurring severalms aftert50, the time of peak magnetic
energy in the reconnection zone.
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significant numbers of particles decelerated and accelera
~5! for short periods of time~less than an Alfve´n crossing
time!, particles see, on average, a nearly constant elec
field, consistent with models of trapping and acceleration
turbulent reconnecting fields;11 ~6! escaping particles on av
erage have a higher energy than those remaining in the s
lation domain;~7! the spectrum of accelerated particle is a
proximately exponential within the domain, and for th
escaped particles it is either exponential or power law.

This description of MHD activity and particle acceler
tion has been developed by examining experimental data
results of both MHD and test particle simulation data. Th
appears to be a fruitful way to proceed, as each approach
distinct advantages as well as limitations. Corresponde
between modeling and experiment allows for stronger c
clusions to be drawn. While our description of reconnect
and associated acceleration mechanisms cannot be co
ered complete, we believe that the present description is
first time that these elements have been brought togethe
describe charged particle behavior in a reconnection s
nario. We again recall that kinetic effects, especially tho
associated with low collisionality and self-consistent effe
of energetic particles, are expected to be influential in S
and have not been included in the present modeling eff
Along with influence of the equation of state~also oversim-
plified here! these factors may be responsible for features
the onset of reconnection and acceleration, and structur
the reconnection and acceleration region, that are not ac
sible with our currect modeling approach. Clear directio
for further research are suggested. As experimental diag
tics on SSX are improved, we expect to be able to exam
more subtle issues pertaining to timing of the acceleration
various energies. Analysis of the spectral distribution a
other statistical properties of MHD fluctuations is also und
way, using improved probes. Improved MHD description
including, for example, the Hall effect, should permit mo
refined and accurate treatment of the current filamenta
process. It remains to be determined if this will substantia
affect the characteristics of the acceleration mechani
Finally, as we acquire greater confidence that our mode
efforts provide plausible physical interpretation of th
SSX experimental device itself, we are becoming more in
ested in examining the scaling of observed reconnec
and acceleration mechanisms to other physical parame
We can, for example, envision larger SSX devices in
numerical models, and study the scaling of physical p
cesses such as energy spectra, maximum energy, and
properties of the energetic particles. In this way, insights m
be gained regarding similar processes that occur in m
different parameter regimes on the sun and in astrophys
settings.
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